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To all, whon, it inctly conce71. 
Be it known that I, ULRICHEBERHARDT, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at New 
ark, Essex county, New Jersey, have invented 
certain new and useful Improvements in Ap 
paratus for Drilling and Tapping, fully de 
scribed and represented in the following speci 
fication and the accompanying drawings, form 
ing a part of the same. 
The object of this invention is to combine 

With a drilling-machine means for making a 
Screw-thread in a drilled hole while the work 
is supported upon the table of such drilling 
machine; and the invention consists in the 
combination, with the spindle of a drilling 
machine and the gearing for rotating the same, 
of a tap-spindle Sustained in a head adjacent 
to the drill-spindle and provided with gear 
ing for driving such tap-spindle in opposite 
directions. By thus arranging a tap-spindle 
adjacent to the drill-spindle and providing 
the tap-spindle with means for turning it in 
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for coupling the tap-spindle in certain cases 
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being shown in its lowest position. 

opposite directions the work placed upon the 
carrying table or platform beneath the drill 
may, when a hole is drilled, be readily shifted 
beneath the tap and a Screw-thread formed 
in the hole by applying the tap in the usual 
allel. 
The invention also consists in the combi 

nation and arrangement of specific parts, as 

to the drill-spindle for rendering the opera 
tion of the drill-spindle automatic and other 
features hereinafter set forth and claimed. 

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a side eleva 
tion of a column-drill having the tap-spindle 
connected there with as an attachment. Fig. 
2 is a front elevation of the Salme. In both 
these views many details of the tap-spindle 
gearing are omitted, as they are fully shown 
in the other figures. Fig. 3 is a front view of 
the lower spindlebracket with the lower end 
of the spindle and the tapping devices se 
cured by a foot to the spindle-bracket. Fig. 
4 is a side view of the same tapping devices 
removed from the spindle-bracket. Fig. 5 is 
a view of the tap-spindle shown in Fig. 3, with 
a portion of the bearings, the clutch-block 

Figs. 3, 
4, and 5 are drawn upon a much larger Scale 
than Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 6 is a plan of the 

lower spindle-bracket with the attached bear 
ing for the tap-spindle, the view being taken 
in section on line acac in Fig.1 and upon a 
slightly-larger scale. Fig. 7 is a plan of the 
work-table and table-arm detached from the 
column upon the same scale as Fig. 6. Fig. 
S is a side view of the gear e detached from 
the bearing Ci. Fig. 9 is a plan of the gib for 
holding the gear in the bearing, and Fig. 10 
is a plan of the gear d, with its clutch-rollers. 
Fig. 11 is a detached view of the intermedi 
ate tap-spindle gear. Fig. 12 is a section on 
line q q in Fig. 5. 

In Figs. 1 and 2 the drill-spindle is shown 
driven by a cone and belt, and the tap-spindle 
is shown provided with gearing driven by a 
belt independently of the drill-spindle. The 
drill-spindle could thus be started and stopped 
at the pleasure of the operator by a belt shifter 
or clutch, as is well understood. In these 
figures, A is the column of the drill, with post 
B at the bottom, to which is clamped the ta 
ble-arm B', supporting a rotary table C. The 
front of the column is provided with a dove 
tailed guide A', to which the lower. spindle 
bracket D is movably fitted. The top of the 
column is provided with a goose-neck A, hav 
ing bearing E to support one of the gears E' 
for driving the gear-spindle F. A cone-shaft 
F is fitted to bearings Fabove the goose 
neck and provided with cone F, driven by 
belt F, as usual. A sleeve H is shown fitted 
movably to a bearing D upon the bracket D, 
and the spindle is shown fitted into such 
sleeve and adapted to move vertically there 
with by means of the drill-socket, G. at the 
lower end of the sleeve H and collar G' at the 
top of the sleeve H. Such sleeve is actuated, 
as shown in Fig. 6, by a pinion D', applied to 
a rack upon the sleeve and by a hand-wheel 
H', connected with the pinion by a shaft hav 
ing a bearing upon the bracket. By turning 
the wheel H' the drill D8 (shown in Fig.2) is 
moved to and from the work-table, while the 
bracket may be adjusted vertically upon the 
column to increase the range of the spindle, 
as is already Well known. 

C is the tap-spindle, Sustained in bearings 
a' and a”, formed upon a frame b, provided 
with a footb'. The foot is fitted to a seat c 
upon the side of the bracket D, and is pro 
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vided with slotted holes c', through which 
bolts are inserted to clamp it to the bracket. 
Gears d and e are fitted loosely to the tap 
spindle, and are driven in opposite directions 
by gears d' and e' upon an auxiliary shaft g, 
which is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 extended up 
ward to connect with a cone-shaft, l, by means 
of gearsh'. An intermediate gear econnects 
the gearse' and e to reverse the motion of the 
gear-wheele. The shaft hand the upper end 
of the shaft 9 are Sustained in bearingsi, at 
tached to the goose-neck A. The shaft g is 
splined above the bearing a to the gear l', so 
as to slip through the same when the bracket 
TD is adjusted vertically. Cone * is driven 
by an independent belt h. The means for 
connecting the clutch-block f with the gears 
d and e is shown in the other figures; but it is 
evident that by coupling the tap-spindle suc 
cessively to the gears d and eit may be rotated 
in opposite directions, as is required for oper 
atting the tap it. Any piece of work laid upon 
the table C may therefore be readily drilled by 
using the drill D in the usual manner. The 
drill being retracted, the work can be shifted 
beneath the tap t, and, by actuating the tap 
spindle and the clutching mechanism in a suit 
able manner, the tap be inserted in the hole 
and removed therefronto form a screw-thread 
therein. 

In radial drills, where the arm carrying the 
spindle is movable, it is common to use a 
stationary Work-supporting table, upon which 
the work could be shifted as readily as upon 
the movable table shown herein; but it is ol)- 
vious that if the table be movable with the 
arm B' around the post or column of the drill 
it would be necessary to arrange the tap 
spindle at the same distance as the drill-spin 
dle from the center of the column, so that any 
piece of Work fastened to the table might be 
shifted from the drill to the tap without 
loosening the work from the table. Such an 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 6, where the 
centers of the drill-spindle F and the tap 
spindle at are shown arranged upon the dot 
ted line if / concentric with the center of the 
post 3. 
In Fig. 7 the relation of the table to the two 

spindles is clearly shown, the center of the 
table being shown upon a curve ZZ, extended 
through the centers of the drill and tap-spin 
diles concentric with the post B. 

In Figs. 3, 4, and 5 means are shown for 
actuating the clutching devices by hand and 
also automatically, and for connecting the 
tap-spindle by detachable gearing with the 
drill-spindle, so that the movement of the 
drill-spindle downward in operating the drill 
Would serve to disengage the tap-spindle there 
from, and thus arrest its rotations, while the 
retraction of the drill from the work and the 
elevation of the drill-spindle sleeve to its 
highest point in the sleeve-lbearing ID' would 
couple the tap-spindle to the sleeve-spindle, 
and thus rotate the tap-spindle to operate 
upon the same piece of work. By this con 
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struction the rotations of the tap-spindle are 
automatically arrested during the use of the 
drill, and may be renewed as Soon as the drill 
is retracted, such construction entirely obvi 
ating the need of a separate driving-belt for 
the tap-spindle, as shown in Fig. 2. 
The detachable gearing consists in a cog 

wheel 2), attached to the shaft gy adjacent to 
the lower end of the drill-spindle sleeve-bear 
ing D', and a cog-wheel p’, shown secured to 
the spindle by fastening it upon the drill 
socket G adjacent to the lower end of the 
Sleeve II. 
In Fig. 3 the two cog-wheels are shown 

meshed together by the lifting of the sleeve II 
to its highest point, so that the rotation of the 
drill-spindle would impart the desired move 
ment to the wheel d or e, and thus actuate the 
tap-spindle reversibly, as desired. In the 
same figure the drill-socket G and the wheel 

are shown in dotted lines moved down l 
ward, with the drill (also shown in dotted lines) 
represented inserted in a piece of work t'. 
Such downward movement of the spindle 
would obviously detach the wheel p' from the 
wheel p, and thus automatically arrest the 
movements of the tapping devices during the 
drilling operation, while the lifting of the drill 
from the work for the purpose of bringing the 
drilled hole to the tap t would automatically 
engage the cog-wheels p and p', and thus ro 
tate the gearing of the tap-spindle. The tap 
spindle ct, is provided with a grooved collar n, 
fixed thereto by a set-screw, (when properly 
adjusted,) and may be moved up or down by 
a tap-lever n', having weight n°, to normally 
lift the Spindle, and a handle in to press the 
spindle down for starting the tap in opposi 
tion to the weight n°. The clutch-block fand 
the wheel e are provided with clutch-teeth e 
to reverse the tap at a quick speed, and the 
opposite end of the clutch-block and the ad 
jacent gear-wheel d are provided with rollers 
d' and f', which are designed to engage past 
their respective centers for rotating the tap 
spindle in tapping the drilled hole and to fa 
cilitate the withdrawal of the clutch-block 
from the gear automatically. 
When teeth are used upon the clutch mem 

bers, the friction induced upon their opposed 
faces in screwing the tap into the drilled hole 
offers a very great resistance to their separa 
tion, whereas the rollers move apart with 
great facility. The rolls f are shown fitted 
to radial studs projected from opposite sides 
of the clutch-block close to its lower end, and 
the rolls d' are shown fitted upon radial pivots 
in boarings (l, fitted within a recess (lin the 
upper side of the goar-wheel (l. The rotation 
of the wheel (l, when the rollers are engaged 
past their line of centers, as shown in Fig. 5, 
thus operates to turn the clutch-block, which 
is fitted by feathers f' to slide upon the tap 
Spindle, SO as to rotate the latter while the 
spindle moves freely through it. To revorso 
the tap-spindle automatically when the tap 
has penetrated the drilled hole the desired 
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depth, a depth-collar m' is fitted loosely to the 
spindle above the bearing a and coupled to 
the movable end of a lever m”, pivoted, like 
the lever in', upon a seat m on the frame b. 
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A hand-lever ofor moving the clutch-block 
downward to start the tap is shown attached 
to the seat by a fulcrum of, the hand-lever 
being pivoted to the clutch-block in front of 
the fulcrum by pins o' and in the rear of the 
fulcrum to a link m, connected with the lever 
m*. The link being pivoted to the lever m 
and the hand-lever o' upon opposite sides of 
their fulcra, the downward movement of the 
depth-collar m operates to raise the clutch 
block and to thus detach the rollers f' and d". 
When thus detached, means are necessary to 
shift the clutch-block upward to engage the 
teeth e, and such means are provided in a 
spring-bolt l, pressed toward a beveled or in 
clined seat O upon the end of the lever o. 
When the corner of the bolt engages with the 
outer corner of the inclined seat, the end of 
the lever is therefore moved laterally by the 
pressure of the bolt. 
a suitable socket behind the bolt operates to 
press it normally forward, and the downward 
movement of the clutch-block operates to 
thrust the spring-bolt backward. 
The operation of the entire mechanism is 

as follows: The operator depresses the drill 
spindle to drill the hole which he desires to 
tap, and thereby disengages the gears p and 
p'. When the drillis lifted from the finished 
hole, the gears p and p' are then engaged and 
the gear-wheels d and e rotated to actuate 
the tap. The work having the drilled hole is 
then shifted beneath the tap by turning the 
table C around upon the post B or by shift 
ing the work upon the supporting-table. The 
hand-leyer o' is then depressed, which en 
gages the rollers d' and f' past their respect 

The strain transmitted to the 
rollers f' operates by the interlocking of the 
opposed rollers past their respective centers, 
as shown in Fig. 5, to hold the clutch-block 
downward and to prevent the rolls from slip 
ping away from one another. The tap is 
thus rotated in the proper direction to enter 
the drilled hole. The collar in being fixed 
upon the spindle at a suitable distance from 
the depth-collar m' presses upon the latter 
when the tap has penetrated nearly to the 
desired depth, and thus forces the lever m°, 
link n, and the rear end of the lever odown 
ward. The continued movement of the tap 
in the drilled hole presses the depth-collar 
downward until the clutch-block is raised 
with the centers of the rolls f above the cen 
ters of the rollers d'. The rolling surfaces in 
contact with one another then produce a strong 
tendency to lift the rolls f and thus wholly 
disengage the clutch-block from the gear 
wheeld. The incline O upon the rear end of 
the hand-lever then reaches a point where the 
spring-bolt l presses upon the incline O, which 
forces the rear end of the hand-lever still far 
ther downward and throws the clutch-block 

A spring k inserted in 

upward to engage the teeth e, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The continued pressure of the bolt 
upon the incline O then serves to hold such 
teeth in contact until the operator presses the 
clutch-block downward. The engagement of 
such teeth rotates the clutch-block and the 
tap-spindle in the opposite direction, thus re 
tracting the tap from the hole, as desired. 
When the tap is entirely clear of the hole, the 
weight n° operates to overbalance the weight 
of the tap-spindle and lifts the tap clear of 
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the work, so that the latter may be removed. 
The collar n is made adjustable upon the tap 
spindle to regulate its automatic operation in 
reversing the tap in drilling holes of various 
depths, and by making allowance for the 
slight movement of the depth-collar in sepa 
rating the rolls d' and f' a scale may be used 
upon the tap-spindle to set the collar in at the 
desired point. Such scale is shown at a' in a 
series of marks numbered in inches to ex 
press the proper setting of the collar for a 
hole of corresponding depth. 
Where it is necessary to use a drilling-ma 

chine for a considerable time without actuat 
ing the tap-spindle, the gears p and p' may 
be separated from one another by a backward 
movement of the frame b, carrying the entire 
tapping apparatus. Such backward move 
ment is effected by slackening the bolts ap 
plied to the slotted holes c' and shifting the 
frame backward upon the drill-spindle 
bracket D. The sleeve H may then be moved 
upward to its normal height without engaging 
the gears p and p’. When it is desired to 
use the tapping apparatus, it may be con 
nected with the drill-spindle by again shift 
ing the frame b forward. 

It is obviously immaterial to the proper 
operation of the tap-spindle in opposite di 
rections whether the clutch-block be provided 
with teeth at its upper end and rollers at its 
lower end or the contrary; but by my con 
struction the weight of the clutch-block and 
the hand-lever attached thereto operates to 
hold the rolle's engaged past their respective 
centers during the tapping operation until 
lifted by the operation of the depth-collar 
acting through suitable connections. 

I am aware that it is not new to mount a 
drill-spindle and tap-spindle upon the same 
frame over a stationary table and to drive the 
same by independent belts, as in United 
States Patent No. 342,496, dated May 25, 1886, 
and I do not, therefore, claim such device as 
my invention. 
My construction differs from that just re 

ferred to partly in having gearing which is 
connected with the gearing for driving the 
drill-spindle in a single direction, and also 
with the gearing for driving the tap-spindle 
in opposite directions, and partly in the com 
bination, with the drill and tap spindle, of a 
movable table adapted to shift the work when 
fastened upon the same directly from under 
the drill to a corresponding point under the 
tap without loosening the work from the 
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table. By my first construction I am enabled 
to apply a tapping device to any existing 
drilling-machine by providing the suitable 
intermediate gearing to connect, the gearing 
of the drill with the gearing of the tap, and 
by my second construction I am enabled to 
hold the work more securely upon the table 
by drilling and tapping it than if the work 
were laid loosely upon the fixed table and 
shifted from one tool to the other when re 
quired. 
Having thus set forth my invention, what 

I claim herein is 
1. The combination, with the spindle of a 

drilling-machine and the gearing for rotating 
the same, of a tap-spindle mounted in a head 
sustained adjacent to the drill-spindle, gear 
ing for driving such tap-spindle in opposite 
directions, and gearing connected with the 
same and with the gearing of the drill-spin 
dle, and a movable table for applying the 
work in succession to the drill and tap, sub 
stantially as herein set forth. 

2. The combination, with the spindle of a 
drilling-machine and the gearing for rotating 
the same, of a tap-spindle mounted in a head 
sustained adjacent to the drill-spindle, gear 
ing for driving such tap-spindle in opposite 
directions, and gearing connected detachably 
with the same and with the gearing of the 
drill-spindle, and a movable table for apply 
ing the work in succession to the drill and 
tap, substantially as herein set forth. 

3. The combination, with a column-drill, of 
a table, a table-arm supporting the same and 
movable around the column, a drill-spindle 
and tap-spindle sustained by the column of 
the drill, gearing for driving the drill-spindle 
to drill holes, gearing for driving the tap 
spindle in opposite directions, and gearing 
connected with the same and with the gear 
ing of the drill-spindle, substantially as here 
in set forth. 

4. The combination, with the spindle of a 
drilling-machine and the gearing for rotating 
the same, of a tap-spindle, a head affixed to 
the lower drill-spindle bracket, gearing to re 
verse the tap-spindle, a toothed coupling 
wheel inserted in such gearing adjacent to 
the lower side of the drill-spindle bracket, 
and a cog-wheel fixed upon the drill-spindle 
and movable therewith to mesh at pleasure 
with the coupling-wheel, as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 

5. The combination, with a column-drill 
having a table and a table-arm movable 
around the column and having a drill-spin 
dle bracket adapted to sustain the drill con 
centric with the table, of a tap-spindle head 
sustained adjacent to the drill-spindle and 
adapted to sustain the tap-spindle concen 
tric with the table when the latter is moved 
around the column, and gearing for revers 
ing the drill-spindle, as and for the purpose 
set forth. 

6. The combination, with a tap-spindle and 
suitable bearings for sustaining the same, of 
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two gear-wheels fitted loosely upon the spin 
dle and rotated in opposite directions, a 
clutch-block feathered upon the spindle and 
movable between the gear-wheels, teeth upon 
the clutch-block and upon one of the gear 
wheels for driving the spindle in one direc 
tion, and rollers affixed to the clutch-block 
and the other gear-wheel and moved into 
contact with one another past their respect 
ive centers for driving the spindle in the op 
posite direction, substantially as herein set 
forth. - 

7. The combination, with a tap-spindle and 
suitable bearings for sustaining the same, of 
two gear-wheels fitted loosely upon the spin 
dle and rotated in opposite directions, a 
clutch-block feathered upon the spindle and 
movable between the gear-wheels, teeth upon 
the clutch-block and upon one of the gear 
wheels for driving the spindle in one direc 
tion, rollers affixed to the clutch-block and 
the other gear-wheel and adapted to engage 
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past their respective centers for driving the 9C 
spindle in the opposite direction, a lever hav 
ing a fixed fulcrum and pivoted at one side 
of the fulcrum to the clutch-block and pro 
vided at the other side of the fulcrum with a 
sloping face, a spring-dog adapted to press 
the lever laterally when engaged with such 
face, and a handle applied to the lever for 
shifting the clutch-block toward either of the 
gear-wheels, substantially as herein set forth. 

8. The combination, with a tap-spindle and 
suitable bearings for sustaining the same, of 
two gear-wheels fitted loosely upon the spindle 
and rotated in opposite directions, a clutch 
block feathered upon the spindle and mov 
able between the gear-wheels, teeth upon the 
clutch-block and upon one of the gear-wheels 
for driving the spindle in one direction, rollers 
affixed to the clutch-block and the other gear 
wheel and adapted to engage past their re 
spective centers for driving the spindle in the 
opposite direction, a lever having a fixed full 
crum and pivoted at one side of the fulcrum 
to the clutch-block and provided with a han 
die, the link n, pivoted to the lever at the op 
posite side of the fulcrum, the depth-collar 
m', the arm m, pivoted to the link and actu 
ated by such collar, and the collar n, fixed upon 
the spindle above the depth-collar ma' and 
adapted when moved downward into contact 
with the latter to raise the clutch-block into 
contact with the reversing gear-wheel, sub 
stantially as herein set forth. 

9. The combination, with a tap-spindle and 
suitable bearings for sustaining the same, of 
two gear-wheels fitted loosely upon the spin 
dle and rotated in opposite directions, a clutch 
block feathered upon the spindle and movable 
upon the gear-wheels, teeth upon the clutch 
block and upon one of the gear-wheels for driv 
ing the spindle in one direction, rollers affixed 
to the clutch-block and the other gear-wheel 
and adapted to engage past their respective 
centers for driving the spindle in the opposite 
direction, a lever having a fixed fulcrum and 
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pivoted at one side of the fulcrum to the 
clutch-block and provided with a handle, the 
link n, pivoted to the lever at the opposite 
side of the fulcrum, the collar m', the arm m, 
pivoted to the link and actuated by such col 
lar, the collar n, fixed upon the spindle, the 
tap-lever n, actuated by such fixed collar, the 
weight in, for moving the lever to normally 
raise the spindle, and the handle n, for press 
ing the spindle downward, as and for the pur 
pose set forth. 

10. The combination, with the spindle of a 
drilling-machine and the gearing for rotating 
the same, of a tap-spindle mounted in a mova 
ble frame adjacent to the drill-spindle, and 
gearing for driving such tap-spindle in oppo 
site directions, connected with the gearing of 
the drill-spindle, the movable frame being 
adapted by its movement to detach the gear 
ing of the tap-spindle from the gearing of the 
drill-spindle, as and for the purpose set forth. 

11. The combination, with a tap-spindle and 

suitable bearings for sustaining the same, of 
two gear-wheels fitted loosely upon the spin 
dle and rotated in opposite directions, a clutch 
blockfeathered upon the spindle and movable 
between the gear-wheels and adapted to en 
gage with either of such gear-wheels, a depth 
collar fitted loosely to the tap-spindle above 
its bearings and connected by a link and suit 
able levers with the clutch-block to raise the 
same by the depression of the depth-collar, an 
adjustable collar fixed upon the tap-spindle 
to press upon the depth-collar, and a scale 
upon the tap-spindle for setting the adjusta 
ble collar, as and for the purpose set forth. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 

my hand in the presence of two subscribing 
witnesses. 

ULRICII EBERIARDT. 
Witnesses: 

THOS. S. CRANE, 
H. J. MILLER. 
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